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Editorial
The last two years have been a blast for the ROSEWOOD network. The four Hubs for
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transfer. If you have not read them yet, make sure to do it now!
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Another highlight were the pitches of the innovation projects supported by the ROSEWOOD Hubs. A few months back the Hubs organized so-called ‘Business Idea Creation’
workshops, at which different stakeholders brainstormed together ‘the next big thing’ in
wood and forestry. Check out the ‘winning’ ideas whose owners pitched at the conference
on pages 4 and 5.
Yes, ROSEWOOD concludes, but the story of the network does not end here. We continue our work in the framework of ROSEWOOD4.0. The project is also funded by H2020
with the clear goal to support the digital transformation of the sector. You will find a short
synopsis of what’s planned in R4.0 and how you can participate on page 6.
So, we say goodbye, for now, wishing you a terrific last read of the newsletter and hope to
see you again in ROSEWOOD4.0.
The ROSEWOOD Network team

ROSEWOOD in a Nutshell
The ROSEWOOD network’s mission is to
mobilise more of Europe’s potential for sustainable wood supply by creating a
knowledge community and exchange platform for actors of the entire wood value chain.
The action pillars of the ROSEWOOD network concentrate on:
•

Disseminating Best Practices & Innovation

•

Stimulating Innovation & Novel Business Opportunities

•

Recommendations on Education, Financing and Policy

Read the last story of
our Best Practice of
the Month campaign
https://bit.ly/2UnwVTc
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debate. For instance, Alvaro Picardo took a strong stance for more public funding to be
spent on forest management, presenting the findings of the ROSEWOOD analysis on
public resources in agriculture and forestry. Have a look at his presentation here. You can
also read about the main messages of his talk, along with further ROSEWOOD policy recommendations on pages 2 and 3.

Did you know?

Total public expenditure related
to forests were estimated as in
total €3.25 bill/year in 2013

With less than 4% of
the global forest area,
Europeans get 16% of
the global wood harvest and 27% of the
added value obtained
from the world forests.

Only 4-105 €/ha/year
of public money are
spent on forestry, in
comparison to 330 €
for agriculture by CAP

With high differences, from
less than €5/ha/year in Bulgaria to more than €105 in
Hungary

The added value that
the EU forest sector
obtains from forests is
close €1000/ha/year

20% from forestry
80% from forestbased industries

A plea for greater public spending for safeguarding
forests’ inalienable values
European forests require maintenance and protection. And the costs for that often exceed the value
retrieved from forests, mainly due to low wood prices and small and scattered plots rendering harvesting non-profitable. Moreover, forests provide further ecosystem services that are priceless considering the biodiversity they harbour and the re-creational value they offer. However, public funding
schemes often do not take into account this added value forests provide. The current cost-benefitimbalance therefore causes many forest owners to refrain from forest management. But nonmanaged forests are more prone to forest fires and their capacity to store carbon dioxide can be
lower, not to forget the fact that wooden products also capture CO2. Therefore, forest should receive more public funds and overall attention, following these 7 points, drafted by Alvaro Picardo of
JCYL in the framework of the ROSEWOOD analysis on public spending in forestry.
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ROSEWOOD comparative analysis
on the use of public funds in the
wood sector across Europe

1. Public funds for wood mobilisation should also consider other ecosystem services.
2. There is a need to improve the estimates of forest values and consider together:
- The forest sector added value;
- The ecosystem services value.
3. There is a need of a common Forest Accountancy System and to improve the information
on economic policy, that is not very reliable.
4. Forest holdings and forest contractors are the key links for forest resource mobilization.
5. There is a wide variety of instruments to support the forest sector, but the budget lever is
inoperative for lack of sufficient funds.
6. They support highly valuable goods and services with very limited public contribution.
7. To increase future forest values we need to increase investment in forestry and more public support is
Download the ROSEWOOD Final Conference presentation of Alvaro Picardo, JCYL, about the
justified.
use of public funds in forestry here

EUROPEAN WOOD MOBILISATION
ROSEWOOD
Policy
Recommendations
on Forestry

Challenges calling for national and
EU policy support
ROSEWOOD partners had a look at national and EU policies on forestry to determine best
practices and challenges which should be addressed by policy makers. Below we summarized the main messages of the ROSEWOOD policy recommendation report, as presented by
Hubert Siegel from BMNT at the ROSEWOOD final conference. You can download his full
presentation here.

•

More than 60% of European forests are privately owned and mostly small structured (the
average size is < 10 ha).

•

Forest owners live increasingly far away from their property, their motivation for forest
management is thus often very low.

•

Forest policy: Focus on climate change adaptation strategies for small private forest
owners

•

Increase in damaging events: very high quantities of damaged timber due to bark beetle
infestations and forest fires (caused by increasing drought) and windthrows, as a result
of which the timber market has collapsed internationally.

ROSEWOOD Recommendations
 Motivation for management, mobilisation of forest owners: Training opportunities (basic information about adequate forest management: tree species, thinning
and tending measures....), information campaigns & events.
Policy support is needed
to compare the different
forest advisory systems
across Europe, to provide
recommendations to
Member States and
regions.

 Establishment and promotion of Forest Association/Cooperation structures: Joint infrastructures for harvesting (e.g. machinery rings), for silvicultural
treatments and other improvements (e.g. joint merchandising) or for forestry
consultancy (planning, management and advisory).
 Land consolidation of small parcels and eventually also joint leasing of
land

 Foundation of joint-stock-companies on local level: Forest owners from
neighbored forest corridors unite and establish a stock cooperation.
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National Policies - Challenges in forest property management

 Identification and quantification of forest owners: National authorities should
improve and revise the cadastral system that in many countries does not cover forest
areas or is not properly maintained.
 Fostering active and climate adapted forest management and wood processing & research activities, approved by certificates for an economically,
ecologically and socially sustainable operation of forest enterprises
 Fostering flagship wood projects like the wooden sky scraper in Vienna
 Improvement of communication between different stakeholders
(forestry and wood industry) e.g. digital solutions for combining forest data in
one joint operational system.

Forest owners assocations, cooperatives and
similar should be established step by step, taking forest cooperatives
like Alliance Foret Bois
as example

 Balanced forest and game conditions facilitated through information campaigns and semi- Download the full ROSEWOOD recommendations report on education, training, finannars for hunters cing instruments and political measures here
+ forest owners

ROSEWOOD Hub Innovation Projects
Boosting the sector‘s competitiveness MOBILISATION
One of the main targets of ROSEWOOD was to boost the forestry and wood sector’s
innovativeness. The Hubs invited to its “Business Idea Creation Workshop” stakeholders from the entire wood value chain. The goals were to think outside the box
and brainstorm innovative (business) projects that enhance the way wood is mobilized or processed. Another thrust was to support existing innovation projects in
scaling-up and transferring their knowledge. Of course, sustainability was a main
criteria. Out of ideas developed and/or presented at the workshops, each Hub selected together with stakeholders ONE innovative projects to be further pursued.
Here they are, the Four ROSEWOOD Innovation Projects!

East Europe Hub Innovation Project – Waste wood collection and reuse
Building a more sustainable society by reusing waste wood

The proposed project for (municipal) waste wood collection and
reuse in wooden products aims to add an additional step in the
cascading use of wood before its final conversion to heat and
power energy, decreasing the amount of waste wood at the landfills.
The objectives are to increase production of products from waste
wood, to boost added value products, to develop a certification system for products
from reused wood and to promote recycling and environmental protection.
To know more about the project, download the waste wood innovation sheet

South Europe Innovation Project – Forest Sharing
Shared value from forests, a resource to look at with NEW EYES
Forest Sharing adopts a circular value chain, based no longer on the possession of resources but on their shared use, in an on-line network: Forest owners will join the community, and Forest Sharing staff will oversees activities and provide services. Value will be
created with a bottom up approach, linking sharing economy with an active and aware
management by the forest owner, who chooses which kind of management methods can
be used on his plot of land. This model is replicable wherever there is the same market
scenario.
To know more about the project, download the Forest Sharing innovation sheet

Turn to the next page for the Innovation Projects of the ROSEWOOD Central and Northern Hubs
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The potential of waste wood at the market is still unexploited. However, there is a growing market demand by informed consumers for
sustainable products made from recycled and / or sustainable
raw materials. Examples for waste wood products are discharged furniture, timber from demolished old buildings and
wooden packaging.

ROSEWOOD Hub Innovation Projects
Boosting the sector‘s competitiveness MOBILISATION
North Europe Hub Innovation Project – Increasing soil bearing capacity with
cross-laminated timber (CLT) plates
Transforming timber transport through sustainable infrastructure. Improving
the bearing capacity on soft soils with CLT.

To know more about the project, download the CLT innovation sheet

Central Europe Innovation Project – Xylene
Boosting Trust in Timber
The EUTR makes operators responsible for placing legal timber
onto the market and issues penalties if illegal timber is discovered. Since certifications do not ensure legality, operators must constantly self-audit suppliers through expensive field visits. Despite this, illegal timber is threatening the operators’
reputation on the market. Xylene, with its system for supply chain control and traceability of
timber, changes the way companies interact with their supply chain. The approach is a
combination of supply chain visualization, due diligence and product traceability, which uses blockchain, to maintain the data confidentiality of the individual supply chain partners,
and remote sensing to validate the authenticity of data exchanged.
To know more about the project,
download the Xylene innovation sheet
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CLT plates produced of wood
material can be used for increasing bearing capacity on
wet mineral soils and peatlands to enhance timber logging and transportation. CLTplates fits also to be used as
temporary bridge solutions
that are easy to setup and
dependable. The loadbearing capacity of CLT is at
the steel level and the weight of CLT is five times less than that of concrete. After logging/
transportation the plates can be re-used several times. All kinds of sawn timber can be
used. The quality class of sawn timber does not affect the breaking resistance of CLT.
With each plate being an average 50% lighter than a traditional bolted mat, shipping
costs are significantly reduced.

ROSEWOOD4.0
The Road Ahead

EU Network of Regions on Sustainable
Wood Mobilisation Ready for Digitalisation
ROSEWOOD4.0 builds on the well-established ROSEWOOD network of Regional
Hubs connecting multiple actors along the forest value chain to enhance the
sustainability of wood mobilisation in Europe. This new action will especially reinforce and enlarge the links with Eastern Europe by creating a new Eastern Hub including new countries (Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine). Second, the action puts special
emphasis on digitalisation (forestry industry 4.0) and digital tools (social media,
platforms, elearning) for training and coaching, enabling practitioners to share
knowhow with much wider impact.
The focus on ICT addresses the two main challenges in wood mobilisation: 1. better access to resources through defragmentation of forest owners and 2. increased volume to
the market and higher transparency.
The project’s extensive dissemination of bestpractices, technological and nontechnological innovations and research results feeds directly into national and regional Agriculture Knowledge and Innovation Systems (AKIS) in forestry and builds an efficient interface for the EIP-AGRI and EIP Raw Materials, supported by the European networks EFI
and InnovaWood.
This multi-actor action closes knowledge gaps, connects and transfers tangible knowledge
and best practice between forestry practitioners across whole Europe. In an open innovation environment, the coordination of Regional Hubs facilitates also new opportunities for
exploitation of near to market innovations and fosters business partnerships between stakeholders, aligned with local and regional development plans, to complement existing or
initiate new Operational Groups within the EIP-AGRI.
Responding to the imminent need for broader sharing of ICT-driven solutions in forestry,
ROSEWOOD4.0 will contribute to enhanced competitiveness of the forest industry and to
vital development in rural areas within the European Bioeconomy.

soon more under www.rosewood-network.eu
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ROSEWOOD4.0

Thank you for
reading!

Write to us at info@rosewood-network.eu

Or join one of the ROSEWOOD regional Hubs to discuss with us challenges &
opportunities for sustainable wood mobilisation at the regional and European
level.
https://rosewood-network.eu/rosewood-hubs/
We are looking forward to your participation!

Find us on

facebook: www.facebook.com/NetworkROSEWOOD
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/ROSEWOODNetwork
Twitter: twitter.com/NetworkRosewood

European Network
of Regions on Sustainable
Wood Mobilisation
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Do you have any comments on the best practices presented in this newsletter or
on sustainable wood mobilisation and the ROSEWOOD project in general? We
are curious to know your opinion!

Project Coordinator:
Dr. Anthony Salingre,
Steinbeis 2i GmbH
+49 721 93519 116
salingre@steinbeis-europa.de,
www.rosewood-network.eu
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